• Detailed characterization of myeloma circulating tumor cells shows that these represent a unique subpopulation of BM clonal PCs.
Introduction
In the late 2000s, 2 pivotal studies elegantly showed that monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined significance (MGUS) precedes multiple myeloma (MM) in most, if not all myeloma patients. 1, 2 End-organ damage is the most important criterion to classify therapyrequiring MM patients, and the most common CRAB (hyperCalcemia, Renal failure, Anemia, Bone lesions) symptom is the presence of bone lesions detectable on a skeletal survey. 3 Extramedullary disease is present in ;10% of newly diagnosed symptomatic patients, but it increases up to 20% in the relapse/refractory setting, 4 and typically anticipates a dismal outcome. Plasma cell (PC) leukemia is one of the most aggressive forms of the disease and even with novel drugs, the outcome is very poor with both short remission and survival rates. 5 This landscape does not greatly differ from that of most solid tumors, in which the presence of metastasis is a key prognostic factor. 6 In fact, recent observations suggest that tumor cell dissemination is often an early event, 7 and the clinical sequel of circulating tumor cells (CTCs) has been the focus of extensive research. 8 Interestingly, peripheral blood (PB) MM CTCs (morphologic and phenotypically defined as mature PCs) are also a common event throughout the spectrum of MM. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] CTCs can only be detected in a small fraction of newly diagnosed MM patients (,15%) by conventional morphology.
14 However, this frequency increases up to 50% to 70% once more sensitive techniques (eg, immunohistochemistry 15 or flow cytometry 11 ) are used. Interestingly, the presence of CTCs has been associated with an increased risk of malignant transformation to symptomatic MM in both MGUS 9 and smoldering MM, 12 as well as with an inferior survival among symptomatic newly diagnosed 10 and relapse/refractory MM.
egress into PB, or only a specific subpopulation? (2) Do CTCs have stem cell-like features and are they enriched on clonogenic cells? or (3) Do circadian rhythms also affect CTCs (similarly to CD34 1 hematopoietic stem cells [HSCs] )?
Here, we investigated the phenotypic, cytogenetic, and functional characteristics of CTCs from MM patients, by comparing them to patient-paired BM clonal PCs. Our results show that CTCs represent a unique subset of patient-paired BM clonal PCs with clonogenic potential and a quiescent phenotype, which may potentially be driven to circulate by circadian rhythms.
Materials and methods

Patients and samples
Overall, 46 patients with symptomatic MM (32 newly diagnosed cases and 24 patients with relapse/refractory disease) were prospectively studied, and staged according to the International Myeloma Working Group criteria. 3 In all patients, BM and PB samples were simultaneously collected after informed consent was given by each individual, according to the local ethical committees and the Helsinki Declaration protocol. Due to the limitations in the number of CTCs in each individual sample, a prioritization was made for the investigations to be performed. This explains the differences in the number of samples investigated/tested by each technique.
MFC immunophenotyping
Approximately 100 mL and 1 mL of EDTA-anticoagulated BM and PB paired samples from 15 patients were immunophenotyped using a direct (1) CD29, CD45/CD11a, b7, CD79b, CD49d, CD19, CD38; (2) CD11c, CD45, CD41a, CD49e, CD33, CD117, CD19, CD38; (3) CD20, CD45, CD81, CD54, CD138, CD56, CD19, CD38; and (4) HLA-DR, CD45, CD44, CXC chemokine receptor 4 (CXCR4), CD27, CD28, CD19, CD38. Data acquisition was performed for >10 6 leukocytes per tube in a FACSCanto II flow cytometer (BD Biosciences) using the FACSDiva 6.1 software.
Generation of iPEPs
In all BM and PB samples analyzed, the PC compartment was defined by the 5 parameters commonly investigated in each aliquot (CD38, CD45, CD19, forward light scatter [FSC] , and sideward light scatter [SSC] ). Then, the immunophenotypic protein expression profile (iPEP) of BM clonal PCs and CTCs for all 23 phenotypic markers analyzed plus FSC and SSC was generated for every single clonal PC, after merging of flow cytometry data files and calculation of data. 17 Briefly, the merge function of the Infinicyt software (Cytognos SL) was used to fuse the different data files corresponding to the 4 different 8-color MoAb combinations studied per sample, into a single data file containing all information measured for that sample. For any single cell in each 8-color MoAb combination, this included those antigens that were measured directly on it and antigens which were not evaluated directly ("missing values") for that cell in the corresponding tube that it was contained in. Then, the calculation function of the Infinicyt software was used to fill in those "missing values," based on the "nearest neighbor" statistical principle, in a space defined by its unique position in the multidimensional space created by the 5 common (backbone) parameters (FSC, SSC, CD38, CD45, and CD19). Finally, BM clonal PCs and CTCs were discriminated from normal PCs by aberrant phenotypic expressions (extensively described elsewhere 18 ), and they were compared for the 25 parameters evaluated by principal component analysis and represented using the automated population separator (APS1; principal component 1 vs principal component 2) graphical representation of the Infinicyt software. 17 
Cell-cycle analyses
The proliferation index of BM clonal PCs and CTCs was analyzed in paired PB and BM samples from 10 MM patients using 5-color staining for nuclear DNA and 4 cell-surface antigens. Briefly, 100 mL and 300 mL of EDTAanticoagulated BM and PB samples, respectively, were incubated for 15 minutes in the dark (room temperature) with the following combination of MoAb (PacB, PacO, FITC, PE): CD19, CD45, CD38, CD56. After lysing nonnucleated red cells, the nucleated cells were washed and stained with 3 mL per tube of DRAQ5 (Vitro SA). After another 10-minute incubation, samples were immediately acquired in a FACSCanto II flow cytometer using the FACSDiva software program, and information on >10 6 cells corresponding to the whole BM and PB cellularity was measured and stored. Data were analyzed with the Infinicyt software and the overall percentage of proliferating cells (including those cells in the S-phase of the cell cycle) was calculated, as described elsewhere. 19 
Colony assays
Patient-specific aberrant phenotypes were used to sort BM clonal PCs and CTCs (purity .95%) from paired BM and PB heparinized samples from 10 MM patients, using a FACSAria III flow cytometer (BD Biosciences). For colony assays, the same number of BM clonal PCs and CTCs were plated into Methocult media (StemCell Technologies) supplemented with 10% lymphocyteconditioned media (IL-6, 20 ng/mL plus insulinlike growth factor-1 (IGF-1), 20 ng/mL) and cocultured with the hMSC-TERT human mesenchymal stem cell (MSC) line immortalized by expression of the telomerase reverse transcriptase gene (a generous gift from Dr D. Campana; Department of Paediatrics, Yong Loo Lin School of Medicine, National University of Singapore, Republic of Singapore), at a ratio of 10:1. Cells were cultured at 37°C in a 5% CO 2 humidified atmosphere; at day 114 of culture, colonies (>40 cells) and clusters (>10 cells) were scored. A negative control with the hMSC-TERT cell line incubated under identical conditions was used along with all patient samples, such control systematically showing no colonies or clusters at day 114 in the 10 experiments performed. For personal use only. on April 14, 2017. by guest www.bloodjournal.org From
Assessment of circadian distribution of CTCs, CD34
1 HSCs,
CXCR4, and SDF1
The absolute number of PB clonal PCs as well as CD34 1 HSCs was measured in PB samples from 6 MM patients, using the following MoAb combination (PacB, OC515, FITC, PE, PerCP-Cy5.5, PE-Cy7, APC): CD45, CD138, CD38, CXCR4, CD34, CD19, CD56. PB samples were collected using a central line after discarding the first 2 mL. Measurements started at 4:00 PM and they were repeated every 4 hours up to 12:00 PM the next day, when patients initiated anti-myeloma treatment. Plasma samples were collected in parallel and the stromal cell-derived factor 1 (SDF1) plasma levels were measured using a quantitative enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (Quantikine; R&D Systems) following the manufacturer's recommendations.
FISH studies
Fluorescence-activated cell sorter (FACS)-sorted BM and PB (paired) clonal PCs from 5 MM patients were initially screened (as part of the clinical workout) by interphase fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), for the presence of immunoglobulin heavy locus (IGH) translocations, del(13q14) and del(17p13). Then, due to the expected low number of sorted CTCs, selected FISH probes targeting chromosomal abnormalities commonly found in MM 20, 21 (1q21, 6q21, 9q34, 13q14, 14q,32, Chr15, or 17p13) were used for further cytogenetic characterization of BM clonal PCs and CTCs; a minimum of 100 interphase nuclei were analyzed per probe/probe combination, as described elsewhere. 22 
Statistical analyses
The Wilcoxon signed rank test was used to evaluate the statistical significance of differences observed between BM and PB clonal PCs. For all statistical analyses, SPSS software (version 15.0; SPSS Inc.) was used.
Results
Myeloma CTCs show unique iPEP
Myeloma CTCs were measured in the 46 patients; the median absolute number of CTCs per microliter was 0.93 (0.07-905). Paired BM and PB samples were analyzed in 15 patients. Compared with BM clonal PCs, MM CTCs showed downregulation (P , .05) of the CD11a, CD11c, CD29, CD49,d and CD49e integrins, as well as of the CD33 and CD56 adhesion molecules, and the stem cell factor receptor CD117, as reflected by a decreased mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) per PC of each of these markers ( Figure 1A) . CD28, CD38, and CD81, a tetraspanin involved in B-cell activation and proliferation, were also downregulated (P , .05) in CTCs. CD138 was typically underexpressed on CTCs (median MFI of 2141 vs 3665 arbitrary units in BM clonal PCs; P 5 .03). In addition, cellular complexity, as defined by SSC was also significantly decreased in CTCs vs BM clonal PCs. In turn, no differences were noted (P . .05) for other maturation-related markers such as CD19, CD20, CD27, CD45, and CD79b, as well as for the SDF1 chemokine receptor 4 (CXCR4). Patient-based comparisons between the iPEP of CTCs (black dots in Figure 1B ) and BM clonal PCs (defined by 1 and 2 SD curves in Figure 1B ) revealed that CTCs consistently displayed overlapping phenotypic features with BM clonal PCs; however, in 12 of 15 patients (cases 1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15) CTCs clustered in a uniquely restricted area of that occupied by BM clonal PCs, whereas in the remaining cases (patients 2, 5, 7) CTCs were spread throughout the whole BM clonal PC compartment ( Figure 1B ).
Myeloma CTCs are mostly quiescent
Overall, the proliferation index (percentage of cells in S phase) of BM clonal PCs was significantly higher than that of their paired CTCs (median, 0.8% vs 0%; range, 0.5%-5% vs 0%-0.8%; P 5 .005). Accordingly, virtually all CTCs (median, 100%; range, 97%-100%) were in the sub-G0G1 phase of the cell cycle (Figure 2 ), this number being significantly higher (P 5 .005) than that found in BM clonal PCs (median, 97%; range, 85%-99%).
Myeloma CTCs consist of unique cytogenetic subclones of BM clonal PCs
Comparison between the iPEP of BM clonal PCs and CTCs suggested that, at least in a large subset of patients, CTCs would represent a unique subset of the whole BM clonal PC compartment. To build up on these observations, we investigated a selected number of chromosomal abnormalities in highly purified FACS-sorted BM clonal PCs and CTCs from 5 patients (Figure 3 ). Patient 1 was negative for t(IGH), del(13q), and del(17p), and both BM clonal PCs and CTCs were diploid for 6q21 and 9q34. In turn, gains at 1q21 were observed in 23% and 28% of BM clonal PCs and CTCs, respectively. Patient 2 had del(13q14) and gain of 9q34 in clonal BMPCs (95% and 90%, respectively), with similar percentages being found in CTCs (97% and 80%, respectively); however, trisomy 15 was observed in 38% of BM clonal PCs while undetectable in the corresponding CTCs. Patient 3 had del(13q14) in 80% of BM clonal PCs and del(17p13) was also present in 8% of these cells; in turn, no del(13q) and del(17p) was observed in the patient's CTCs. Similarly, an IGH translocation was detected in 45% of clonal BMPCs from patient 4, but the corresponding CTCs lacked this specific cytogenetic abnormality. In For personal use only. on April 14, 2017. by guest www.bloodjournal.org From patient 5, gain of chromosome 9q34 was found in 23% of BM clonal PCs, while all CTCs were diploid for 9q34. To confirm the clonal nature of CTCs from this latter patient, we determined the CDR3 sequence of the rearranged IGH gene from BM clonal PCs and evaluated it by allele specific oligonecleotide-polymerase chain reaction (ASO-PCR) on sorted CTCs. As expected, CTCs showed a clonotypic IGH VDJ gene rearrangement identical to that of their corresponding BM clonal PCs (data not shown).
Clonogenic potential of myeloma CTCs
Though CTCs were mostly quiescent, they should display some potential to expand if they are involved in the myeloma "metastatic"/ dissemination process. In such a case, CTCs should have clonogenic potential when, after circulating in PB, they home again into the BM at a different location. To mimic this process, we cocultured identical numbers (<349 000) of BM clonal PC and their corresponding CTCs with the -hMSC-TERT cell line. In 3 of 10 patients, clonal PC colonies (N 5 2) and/or clusters (N 5 3) were observed at day 114 of culture (Table 1) . BM clonal PCs and paired CTCs originated colonies simultaneously in only 1 patient (2 and 5 colonies, respectively), whereas in a second patient only CTCs showed clonogenic potential (1 colony). In the first patient, 2 clusters were also observed in the CTC fraction but not in the corresponding BM clonal PC compartment. In the third patient, CTCs formed 14 PC clusters whereas BM clonal PCs only gave rise to 1 cluster. Overall, CTCs showed a threefold colony-and a 16-fold clusterformation clonogenic potential vs paired BM clonal PCs.
Circadian rhythm of myeloma CTCs
The number of myeloma CTCs showed a marked fluctuation during the day in each of the 6 patients analyzed (supplemental Figure 1 , available on the Blood website). Overall, median myeloma CTCs numbers peaked between 4:00 AM (32 cells/mL) and 12:00 PM (51 cells/mL) and they reached the lowest levels between 4:00 PM (9 cells/mL) and 12:00 AM (13 cells/mL) ( Figure 4A ). Of note, this pattern was observed in 5 of 6 cases (supplemental Figure 1) . Interestingly, the number of PB CD34
1 HSCs showed a similar pattern of circadian variation ( Figure 4B ), the median number of CD34 1 HSCs peaking at 4:00 AM (5.0 cells/mL) and reaching a nadir at 4:00 PM (2.4 cells/mL). Furthermore, the median SDF1 plasma levels showed a mirror fluctuation compared with CTCs and HSCs ( Figure 4C ), peaking at 4:00 PM (1892 pg/mL) with nadir at 12:00 PM (1198 pg/mL). Interestingly, CXCR4 expression levels (as defined by its MFI per cell) on the surface of myeloma CTCs followed a similar pattern to its ligand (SDF1), peaking at 8:00 PM (1344 MFI arbitrary units) and reaching the lowest levels at 12:00 PM (650 MFI arbitrary units) ( Figure 4C-D) .
Discussion
Presence of circulating clonal PCs in the PB of MM patients has long been recognized and it has been associated with more advanced stages and aggressive disease, particularly when clonal PCs decrease their BM microenvironment dependency. 10 However, the specific mechanisms and significance of circulating PB PCs remains poorly understood. In recent years, it has been speculated that the presence of CTCs emulate the physiological trafficking of normal BM PCs [23] [24] [25] and CD34 1 HSCs through PB. 26 Malignant PCs would leave the BM, recirculate into PB, and home again into the BM at a different location, in a kind of "metastatic"/dissemination process that spreads the disease over the whole BM. 11, 27 If this hypothesis holds true, CTCs should display clonogenic potential so that upon homing into the BM, they could recapitulate the disease. 11, 27 To mimic this process, we cocultured CTCs from 10 different patients with BM stromal cells; after 14 days, colonies and/or clusters derived from CTCs were observed in a significant proportion of cases. In turn, identical numbers of paired BM clonal PCs showed lower numbers of colonies and clusters restricted to fewer patients when cultured in identical conditions. Overall, the here reported frequency of clonogenic PCs after culturing in vitro rather low numbers of (PB or BM) clonal PCs (<349 000) are in line with the efficacy recently described using ;10 5 primary BM PCs (3 of 13 samples). 28 These results suggest that the fraction of clonal PCs that exit the BM into the PB (CTCs) could be enriched on clonogenic cells, but also that clonogenic cells are relatively rare among all myeloma tumor cells, particularly in the BM.
Recent reports from our and other groups have shown that circulating PB myeloma PCs have mild phenotypic differences when compared with BM clonal PCs, particularly with regard to CD138 expression. 11, 16 Here, we confirm that the level of expression of CD138 on the surface membrane of CTCs is inferior to that found among paired BM clonal PCs, but in the absence of a clear cutoff. This implies that CD138 on its own is not a suitable marker for the specific identification of the CTC fraction among the whole population of clonal PCs in the BM, 16 indicating that the utility of other proteins should be explored in this regard. Here, we compared the overall iPEP of CTCs to their BM counterpart for a large panel of 23 markers using the new analytic tools developed by the EuroFlow Consortium. 17 Our results show that CTCs have an iPEP which systematically overlaps with that of their paired BM clonal PCs. Despite this, in the great majority of the patients, CTCs clustered in a unique position which overlaps with only a fraction of the whole BM tumor bulk, pointing out the potential existence of both downand upregulation of specific antigens when compared with clonal PCs from the BM of the same patient. In line with this hypothesis, detailed analysis of the different proteins evaluated showed that CTCs display lower levels of several integrins (eg, CD11a, CD11c, CD29 CD49d, CD49e), CD33 and the N-CAM (CD56) adhesion molecules, and the stem cell factor receptor (CD117). These observations confirm previous findings at the single patient level, which suggested that absence of CD56 expression in BM clonal PCs would reflect an increased extramedullary spread potential and more aggressive disease, 29 whereas CD117 expression in MM is associated with a favorable outcome 18 potentially related to an enhanced anchor of clonal PCs to BM niches through kit ligand-expressing stromal cells. 30 Our results support this later hypothesis, suggesting that CTCs represent a phenotypic subset of BM myeloma PCs with lower expression of integrin and adhesion molecules and consequently a lower dependence on BM stromal cell niches would have an enhanced capacity to egress into PB. Of note, CD28, CD38, and CD81 were also found to be downregulated in MM CTCs vs paired BM clonal PCs. CD38 has been adscribed a dual adhesion and signaling function, 31 whereas CD28 has recently been identified as an important molecule in the interaction between PCs and BM stromal dendritic cells.
32 CD81 is an upstream molecule of the B-cell coreceptor which is also involved in B-cell signaling and activation 33 ; interestingly, we have recently described that CD81 expression in MM BM PCs is associated with an increased proliferation index. 34 In line with these findings, CTCs were associated with a quiescent state, and a markedly reduced number of proliferating cells as compared with paired BM clonal PCs was also found.
Quiescence, potential to self-renew, and chemoresistance are classical hallmarks of both normal and cancer stem cells. 35, 36 In MM, there is a persistent and ongoing debate about the potential cell of origin of the disease; while the work of some groups supports a post-germinal center memory B-cell detectable in PB as the putative myeloma stem cell, [37] [38] [39] others have shown for years 40, 41 that the clonogenic potential of MM cells could be restricted to the mature CD138 1 PC compartment. 16, 28, [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] In the present study, we found PB CTCs to be associated with a great in vitro clonogenic capacity and a quiescent state. These results would also support recent observations showing the existence of a more immature fraction of drug-resistant, relatively quiescent, and clonogenic clonal PCs lacking CD138, 16, 28, 48 which would be preferentially located in extramedullary sites. 16 Another frequent feature of cancer stem cells, relates to the fact that they frequently share signaling, functional, and phenotypic features with normal stem cells, representing the more immature fraction of all cancer cells within a tumor. 40 From a phenotypic point of view, MM CTCs shared a phenotype which reflects accurately that of cells at the same maturation stage as their paired BM clonal PCs, both tumor subpopulations showing similar levels of expression of maturation-related B-cell markers such as CD19, CD20, CD27, CD45, or CD79b. However, FISH analysis on highly purified FACS-sorted CTCs and their paired BM clonal PCs, unraveled a different cytogenetic profile between the 2 tumor subpopulations in most MM patients analyzed. Most interestingly, despite a common cytogenetic background, BM clonal PCs showed systematically >1 cytogenetic alteration which was not detected in CTCs. This illustrates that CTCs may have a different cytogenetic profile as compared with BM clonal PCs. Whether or not this could also be associated with a different phenotypic profile remains to be answered; nevertheless, we and others have previously shown that some antigenic profiles (eg, CD20, CD28, or CD117) are associated with the presence of specific cytogenetic abnormalities. Further investigations in larger series of patients and using high-throughput technology on FACS-sorted paired PB and BM clonal PCs are warranted to confirm whether CTCs do in fact represent an ancestral clone from a cytogenetic point of view. Independent of such differences between CTCs and BM clonal PCs, our results would fit into the recent proposed model of tumor evolution, genetic diversification, and clonal selection, within the adaptive landscapes of tissue ecosystems (eg, BM vs PB). 49, 50 However, from a functional point of view, it was surprising to see the marked fluctuation of the daily absolute number of CTCs in the PB of MM patients, peaking between 4:00 AM and 12:00 PM, with a nadir between 4:00 PM and 12:00 AM. These results, although preliminary due to low patient number, suggest that similarly to CD34
1 HSCs, MM CTCs may egress to PB during the patients' resting period to colonize/ metastasize other sites in the BM or at extramedullary tissues. 26 This concept has been elegantly proposed by Mendez-Ferrer et al 26 after pivotal observations that in mice, the cyclical release of HSCs and expression of SDF1 are both regulated by core genes of the molecular clock through circadian noradrenaline secretion by the sympathetic nervous system. Here, we show for the first time that CTCs from MM patients follow a circadian rhythm that resembles that of CD34 1 HSCs; moreover, the traffic of CTCs also seems to be modulated by SDF1 levels, which together with CXCR4 expression on the PC surface, fluctuated in a mirror basis with respect to the absolute number of MM CTCs. Subsequent studies are needed to fully elucidate the mechanisms modulating the traffic of CTCs, and to clarify whether this is specific MM biological behavior or instead, a secondary manifestation of normal circadian rhythms typically observed in normal myeloid stem cells. In summary, in the present study, we show for the first time that MM CTCs represent a unique subpopulation of clonal BM PCs, which seems to be enriched in mostly quiescent clonogenic cells, an ancestral cytogenetic background, and a circadian spread into PB that mimics that of CD34
1 HSCs. Further investigations in larger series of patients are warranted to confirm and extent on these findings, focusing on the specific transcriptome and epigenetic profile of CTCs, so that specific therapies targeting this subpopulation can be developed.
